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In But Today Is Di�erent, Sarah Stern’s �rst full-length collection of poems, she explores the themes of loss, desire, 
the erotic, getting older in a youth-obsessed culture, and �nding the mystical in the ordinary. Several poems are 
shaped by conversations between an enduring voice and a mortal one that asks questions. �e answers are in the 
shared spaces of wonder about the knowable and unknowable. With wisdom, humor, and humility, Stern brings the 
reader to a new place of deep feeling. 

“Sarah Stern has written an utterly frank, headlong, passionate, 
and deeply engendered book of a woman in mid-life. She writes 
out of her own longings, her devotions as a daughter and a 
mother, her �ery supplications. But Today Is Di�erent may be 
printed with ink, but it was written with �re.”
—EDWARD HIRSCH, author of A Poet’s Glossary and Gabriel

“Sarah Stern’s �rst collection of poems, But Today Is Di�erent, is 
a marvel. Wise, compassionate, erotic, plain-spoken, studded 
with wonderful moments—a black goat with blue eyes, an aging 
mother’s clavicle ‘like a Calder mobile,’ an iconic lipstick stain 
on a co�ee cup—Stern’s vision puts a shine on the ordinary (a 
trip to Macy’s, a scraped knee) and gives it back to us as some-
thing wondrous and new. A new voice, in which readers will 
hear echoes of Philip Levine and Grace Paley . . . and a real 
achievement.”
—CYNTHIA ZARIN, author of �e Ada Poems and An Enlarged Heart: A Personal History
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Electricity

In the back of the small cab in India
our knees touched.
I wanted to ask you,
do you feel it? and you’d say what?

I’d answer—that attraction—
that spark that my mother 
warned me about, Don’t ever pull
out a plug from the wall with wet hands.

But I did it anyway,
and there it was
a flash and then a zap 
right through me. I lived.

and here we live too—
the beautiful children
peer in on us,
the man with 1½ arms

bangs on our window. I’m sorry.
I’m sorry that I can’t make
this world right.
He looks back at me and moves on

as I feel the electricity again
in old delhi, the chickens
in cages squawking, heaps of orange flowers.
The black goat with blue eyes

in the car next to us
takes it all in, even those knees next to mine
and my groin, how peculiar and selfish
we are with our desires. 
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Lipstick

tell me once and for all
that I’m beautiful—
that’s what I heard her say
as she looked in the mirror
at the union Square location
at lunch time.

We are all art
of some form but we don’t last.
That’s the thing, ephemeral, mortal,
wonderful English-major words
that we don’t use enough.
I want to use them in sentences as often as possible.

The lipstick mark on my coffee cup
reminds me that I am a woman.
It took more than 40 years for that realization,
that declaration. I like it.
It’s called Saturday from Sephora.
How the women test and retest

facing the mirrors,
shadows, liners, mascara, blushes—
azure rain
blue dawn
trio for hazels
cupid
wild indigo
think bronze
black night.

The idea of womanhood
forever in transition,
my periods getting closer together now
as with pregnancy, no two women
are the same,
they’ll never be.
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My friend said that sex now
is more difficult because everything
is all papery down there.
The walls are thinning—
mine haven’t thinned yet, but I’m sure 
I’m not far behind.

and the walls—the oldest art
ever found in the caves 
with Werner Herzog narration.
Yes, I want a movie about what happens
to us in all of our glory,
for it is glorious. 
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The Head of a Woman

after obama’s second inauguration
I went to the Guggenheim.
I wanted to praise
God that no one was shot
and what better place to do that 
than here, where She rests,
where She goes to have a beer with
the better angels of our nature

where parents bring their
children for exposure,

the kids point and grin at breasts
and pubic hair—I hear a mother say—yes, that’s her vagina,

where the orthodox go on dates
in public so they won’t touch each other

even in front of The Lovers,
where the rest of New York City goes

to remember why we live here,
for the pleasure of knowing this is near.

So tell me dear God, tell me something.
You’re grand in the space of an afternoon
with the winter gold about you 
everybody seems to be staring up,
your nakedness a strange beacon.

after, following the reservoir
I see the south skyline come into itself,

the groggy giants peering into the park,
satiated like the turtles
that were mating here

last spring along the edge,
several pairs in reeds,
a tourist was filming

an afternoon of lovemaking.
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Like Picasso. He made love to his muses.
Could I make love to mine?
Last night I did,
but today is different.

as I leave the park and head west
toward Broadway I think of the book

I just finished, the beautiful lines
that I’ll never come across again

for the first time, but it won’t matter
because I will have changed

as She did when I turned away 
and looked back up
the museum’s spiral—
an opening revealed itself—the children 
wondered what had happened
all of us, still.
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Trajectory

I see it in the morning on occasion
a used condom
on the street.

I want to know
the backstory. 

Was it casual sex?
I’m hoping it was so good for both. 

or an affair that’s finally official?
teenagers in love?

a paid transaction? 
a rekindling of something

in the back of an old Pontiac?
It’s spring and I’m thinking rebirth,

lambs, hay.
It looks sad and lonely, 

splayed out on concrete.
What is it about our trajectories—

the arc of our lives
the Bolero in all of us. 

I can’t accept that all’s been done.
It hasn’t.

We could do it 
with the shades up, the neighbors across the way

and the sparrows banging inside the air conditioner.
We could reinvent ourselves endlessly.
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Upon Seeing an Old Boyfriend on Facebook

What was it that ended it more than 20 years ago?
You didn’t want to make the commitment.

You wanted to keep dating.
I wanted us to be either all or nothing.

So how come when I see your picture now
it makes me happy—happy?

Strange—I have no hard feelings.
How wild in love I was with you.

I’m smiling now. a flash of me at 21
comes roaring through.

You broke my heart,
and what a heart it was.
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Tongue/Fire/Eclipse/Groove 

*
I want to make love
to you my breasts against yours
my tongue in you hard.

I want you to come
so that I hear it loud
in my mouth gone mad.

tell me how this goes
This shift first snow today snow
White stars burning.

**
dark horse stands in the corral
White fence, frozen earth.

She is circling and staring off in the distance
Her mane soft coal.

You’ve entered me like fire
I’m black and blue waiting for you.

***

I knew then at 3 a.m.
out on the terrace 23 degrees 

I shouted it at the moon
Copper/yellow/egg

an iota of nothingness in my winter coat
and my son’s basketball sneakers,

I looked up, the stars shining  
With a light that pierced/changed me 

My voice echoed over the park and Henry Hudson
I was standing in the night air

Shouting for all time
I love you to no one—to you.
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****

Why does food taste so good
when I’m with you

I keep everything from when
we’re together—even the stubs—

as though they were the hours
we were together

I don’t erase your message
Your voice for the listening

Caught wave
tell me when this will end

or is this what it will be
You and me

Sick with aching sweet
Nothing a kind of smooth want

You are the water
I the stone

You’re beginning to leave
a contour, a groove

on me 
feel it.
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